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International Sales Growth and Retail Launch Pushes
Hempco Into a Leading Contender Within the HempBased Foods Industry

A lot has happened to Hempco since the release of our Initiation Report filed in
May 2016. To summarize:
•

International bulk sales orders from Asia tripled, from $3.0 to $9.0 million

•

Hempco secured $2.2 million in financing (August 31, 2016)

•

Hempco is increasing capacity at its first manufacturing facility in
Manitoba to handle $15 million, as well as building a second processing
facility in Alberta (of similar processing capacity)

•

Retail line – PLANETHEMP – has officially launched in the UK and
Canada, with an expected network of 1,600 stores coming on by 2017

•

Hempco is becoming a serious acquisition target contender

Impact & Analysis
Overall, it’s been an incredible four-month period for Hempco. Not only has the
Company delivered on its growth promises and issued much higher performance
guidance for 2017/2018, but they have also surpassed the growth exhibited by their
closely-watched competitors. And the story is just beginning.
Specifically, Hempco strengthened considerably its international product exposure
via a new $9.0 million deal signed with Seoulution Corp. This is significant
because it provides the Company with not only cash flow for operations, but also
a strong voice of confidence for the quality of Hempco’s products. With Hempco
now working to increase its production capacity to $30mm, this gives them enough
room to accept additional bulk orders that they will likely receive.
On the retail side, although the waters have yet to be fully tested, we believe that
the expansion into roughly 1,600 stores by 2017 fiscal year end will bring in an
additional $2.7mm in revenues for the year. Operational growth, paired with a
strong management team and expanding international presence, has turned Hempco
into a leading contender for a merger. We would not be surprised to find out that
merger talks would become more apparent throughout the following 12 months.
Outlook
We forecast revenues of $15.7 million in 2017 FYE (August 31st), sporting a
blended gross profit margin of 32%. With a market cap of just $21 million, the
Company’s valuation seems quite cheap in comparison to some of the exits we’ve
seen in the industry. In fact, the previous six exits have averaged a sales multiple
of 3.1x. It’s a far cry from the valuation Hempco is receiving today (with much
superior growth attributes in relation to the competition).
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Price (October 12, 2016 close)
52 Week Range
Market Cap (mm)
Shares Outstanding (basic, mm)
Free Float
Average Daily Volume (3 months)

-

$0.61
$0.41 - $0.72
$20.8
34.1
38%
49,713

Total Debt (mm)
Cash & Short-Term Investments (pro-forma, mm)
Total Assets (pro-forma, mm)

Headquarters

$0.0
$3.1
$6.3

Burnaby, BC, Canada

Top Shareholders

Charles Holmes, CEO
Angela Holmes, COO
Varshney Capital Corp.
Praveen Varshney, CFO

29.3%
29.3%
3.0%
0.4%

All figures in CAD unless otherwise stated.
Source: Thomson Reuters (10/12/2016)
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Hempco Food and Fiber Inc. (“Hempco”) is a Canadabased processor of hemp seeds. The Company sources
farmed hemp seeds from local Canadian farmers, and
uses its manufacturing facility in Manitoba to process
the seeds into nuts, oils, and protein powders. Up until
March 2016, Hempco was focused purely on bulk sales
of the three product categories. However, recent growth
efforts have been put towards launching a retail brand,
PLANETHEMP, with plans of distributing consumer
packaged goods into Canada, Europe and Asia.
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Investment Highlights
Sales Are Racking Up Much Faster Than Originally Expected, And Much Faster
Than Any Of Its Competitors
Bulk Sales
Bulk sales have shown a three-year CAGR of 33% over the 2013 – 2016 fiscal-year periods
(ending August), and a 53% CAGR if including 2017 forecasted revenues of $15.7 million.
And the figures are about to get a serious boost from product demand coming out of the Asian
market.
Figure 1: Bulk Sales Revenue Growth
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Source: Company Financials, Ubika Research

Seoulution Corp. is a government-approved international trading company in South Korea.
The Company is diligently focused on sourcing the best suppliers throughout the world,
with a goal of providing a superior product to its 4,000+ retail distribution points in Korea.
Seoulution initially contacted Hempco to sign a preliminary product purchase agreement with
them in the amount of $3.0 million.
Hempco’s products passed the initial sale agreement (a contract originally scheduled to be
filled in 12 months, but delivered in 7), with a follow-on agreement recently signed for $9.0
million. We expect this new order to be filled without any hiccups, and expect Seoulution to
grant another, higher-grossing contract to Hempco by 2017 FYE (August 2017).
Accounting for only the Seoulution contract, the growth in bulk sales for 2017 would equal
61%. However, a little over $3.0 million in sales (for 2016) have come from other international
partners, which we forecast will also experience product growth. Overall, a bulk sales revenue
target of $13.0 million for 2017 FY seems highly attainable.
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Retail Sales
Aiding the Company’s bulk sales success, is its newly-launched retail line of PLANETHEMP
branded food products. Hempco has successfully launched its line of consumables (including
packaged hemp seeds, hemp snacks, packaged oils, packaged protein powder, and more) to the
UK and Canada. Although it experienced some initial delays, the Company has finally granted
vision into sales figures for the first month (that being September 2016).
With retail, store count is a very important measure of success. The more outlets carrying
PLANETHEMP products, the more awareness and sales the brand is capable of generating.
Therefore, having a solid distribution pipeline is important to Hempco.
Figure 2: Distribution Pipeline - Number of Stores

Source: Ubika Research

We are forecasting revenues of $2.7 million to be delivered via the retail channel over the
next year, as calculated using the Distribution Pipeline data above, and assuming a $300/store/
month in sales. We believe that the $300 figure is highly attainable and conservative (giving
more potential upside for investors), and the figure is benchmarked down from the rough $900/
store/month figure attained by Manitoba Harvest.
Figure 3: Retail Sales Revenue Growth
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Processing Capacity Will Quadruple From $7.5 million to $30 million By August 2017
Hempco was established as a Company when Charles Holmes and Co. developed their own
processing technology to be able to process harvested industrial hemp plants for their nutrient
rich food byproducts. The engineering resulted in the Company’s first (and currently only)
manufacturing facility in MacGregor, Manitoba.
Figure 4: Alberta Manufacturing Facility (top 2 images), Manitoba Manufacturing Facility (bottom image)

Source: Company Presentation
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Since then, the Manitoba facility has been in construction to double capacity (to handle 250k
lb. of hulled hemp seed production – or roughly $15mm in sales), while also scheduling plans
to construct another facility in Leduc, Alberta (with a similar capacity of 250k lb. hemp /
$15mm sales).
The upgrade of the Manitoba facility is nearing completion, whereas the financing has already
been secured for the manufacturing expansion in Manitoba, and an additional $2.0mm is
budgeted for the Alberta facility (which is expected to be internally generated via positive cash
flows).

Hempco is Becoming a Potential Acquisition Target
Targeting to hit $15.7 million in sales over the next 12 months, and only trading at a market
cap of $21 million, the Company’s valuation seems very cheap in comparison to some of the
exits we’ve seen in the industry. In fact, the previous six exits we’ve seen have been sold at an
average sales multiple of 3.1x.
Figure 5: Precedent Transactions

Target
Manitoba Harvest
Hemp Oil Canada
Gardein
Annie's
So Delicious
Vega

Acquirer
Compass
Compass
Pinnacle
General Mills
White Wave
White Wave

Sales Multiple
4.1x
2.3x
2.7x
2.5x
1.7x
5.5x
3.1x

Source: Ubika Research

Manitoba Harvest (“MH”), which is the largest hemp-based foods company in the world and is
now owned by Compass Diversified Holdings (NYSE:CODI), is Hempco’s closest competitor.
The maker of well-recognized and popular “Hemp Hearts” generated US$28.4 million in
revenues over H1/2016 calendar year, sporting a gross profit margin of 40% over the last
reported quarter. However, other costs brought the Company to a net loss of US$3.6 million
over the first half of the year.
On a growth note, the US$28.4 million in revenues recorded by MH, experienced growth of
26% over the same period last year. Although impressive, Hempco’s 38% growth year over
year (and 160% growth forecasted for next year) are much more vivid to memory.
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For a multi-billion dollar diversified investment company such as Compass, a bolt-on
acquisition such as Hempco is a no-brainer. Hempco adds three key elements to the business:
1. Superior manufacturing aptitude, built by management with over 15 years of industry
experience
2. Expansion into a vast international market, with high growth coming from Asia
3. Retail presence in the UK
Apart from MH, other potential acquirers may include companies within the natural and
organic foods industry, as well as marijuana companies looking to expand into a closelycomparable industry.

Increased Interest in the Marijuana Industry is a Catalyst for the Hemp Industry
as Well
Hemp is most often associated with its close counterpart, marijuana. The two come from the
same plant, Cannabis Sativa, yet the two are very different, as apparent by their use. Although
the association between hemp and marijuana is false in nature, the increased interest given to
the marijuana industry (due to the potential for recreational marijuana use legalization in North
America) is a real catalyst for the hemp industry as well.
Specifically, capital market activity for the marijuana industry has picked up great steam in
2016. Canadian licensed producers continue to aggressively raise capital, with some recent
transactions including:
•

Aphria (TSXV:APH) raising $25mm in July 2016

•

Canopy Growth Corporation (TSX:CGC) raising $25mm in August 2016

•

Supreme Pharmaceuticals Inc. (CSE:SL) raising $15mm in August 2016

The reason why this is important is because when consumers become more acceptant to the
growth and use of marijuana, the better the sentiment will be for hemp as well. We believe
that consumer demand for hemp-based foods will jointly be affected by the positive consumer/
investor demand being present in the marijuana industry.
A major catalyst for both industries would be the legalization of recreational marijuana use
in Canada (and some parts of the U.S.). Canadian federal marijuana legislation is expected to
be introduced in the Spring of 2017. Justin Trudeau and the Liberal Party have voiced their
opinions on opening the industry up for recreational use ever since running for office. Time
will tell whether the decision swings to a “yes,” but so far, investor sentiment has been largely
positive.
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Final Thoughts
To say the least, Hempco has grossly under-promised and over-delivered over the last fourmonth period. The company has successfully resigned a follow-on order with Seoulution
Corp. for $9.0 million, triple the size of the first contract. Additionally, the company’s retail
line – PLANETHEMP – has finally generated sales figures, with expected 1,600 stores coming
online over the following year. This is a business line which will not only drive additional
sales, but will also build a superior brand image for the entire company.
We forecast the company to generate $15.7 million in revenue in 2017 fiscal year (ending
August). This implies a forward sales multiple of just 1.3x, almost one third of that exhibited
by industry transaction comparable average of 3.1x. Future catalyst include additional data
provided on retail sales traction, indirect positive effect from the growth within the marijuana
industry, and potential merger interest from larger players within the industry for hemp /
natural and organic foods.
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Appendix A: Recent News
October 11, 2016

Hempco Launches PLANETHEMP Brand Retail Products - UK and Canada
Hempco announced that September 2016 was the official launch of PLANETHEMP brand
retail product distribution throughout Canada and the United Kingdom. Hempco has signed
an agreement with Tree of Life UK - natural, health and wellness products distributors in
Europe serving hundreds of retailers. PLANETHEMP product line is being presented to wellknown companies such as: Whole Foods (12 UK stores), Marks and Spencer (914 UK stores),
Sainsbury (1,374 UK stores), Waitrose (350 UK stores) and Tesco (3,243 UK stores).
Hempco has signed an agreement with Raw Elements –a natural, health and wellness products
distributors in Canada with approximately 800 stores nationally.

October 6, 2016

Comparative Monthly Sales Report
Hempco reported that sales of the Company’s products have been growing. The summer period
saw a traditional modest decline in sales but bounced back up significantly with September 2016
being a strong month – setting a Company record of over $1,000,000 in sales. The Company’s
pipeline includes supplying hulled hemp seed nut/hearts to Seoulution Corp., as well as the
launched retail line of products. September 2016 was the official launch of PLANETHEMP
brand retail products in the UK and Canada.

October 4, 2016

New Agreement with Seoulution Corp. and Update On Hempco Food and Fiber Inc.
Corporate Developments
Seoulution Corp., is again experiencing even higher demand for its hemp products. Hempco’s
previously announced exclusive distribution one-year contract with Seoulution Corp. valued
at C$3.0 million has been filled and completed in 7 months. A new contract has been signed
whereby Seoulution Corp. will purchase a minimum of an additional C$9.0 million of hulled
hemp seed nut/hearts from Hempco over the next year.
Hempco is in the process of installing new hemp seed processing equipment and is increasing
production to meet all of its customer needs. The processing facility expansion in MacGregor,
Manitoba, is near completion, with the fully operational processing capacity anticipated to be
250,000 lbs. of hulled hemp seeds per month.

August 31, 2016

Hempco Food and Fiber Announces Closing of its Private Placement
Hempco has completed a non-brokered private placement consisting of the issuance of an
aggregate of 4,370,000 units at a price of $0.50 per unit for aggregate gross proceeds of
$2,185,000. Each unit consists of one common share and one-half of one common share
purchase warrant, with each warrant entitling the holder to purchase a common share at $0.65,
for a period of 15 months. Hempco will be using the proceeds to expand its processing facility,
and for general working capital purposes.

May 31, 2016

Hempco Doubling Processing Capacity
Hempco is doubling its processing capacity of its hulled hemp seed nut processing facility from
$7.5M to $15M per year due to new international customer demand.
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Important Disclosure
Smallcappower.com is owned and operated by Ubika Corporation whose divisions include Ubika Research and Ubika Communications. Ubika Corp. is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Gravitas Financial Inc. The following terms and conditions (“Terms of Use”) govern the use of this website (“site”) www.SmallCapPower.com.
By accessing this site, you agree to comply with and be legally bound by the Terms of Use as set out herein. Ubika reserves the right to seek all remedies available
at law and in equity for violations of these Terms of Use, including the right to block access from a particular internet address to our site.

Disclaimer
Ubika Corporation and its affiliates or partners will seek to provide services to companies mentioned on the smallcappower.com website. Hence, all information
available on smallcappower.com should be considered as commercial advertisement and not an endorsement, offer or recommendation to buy or sell securities.
Ubika Corporation and its related companies (including its directors, employees and representatives) or a connected person may have ownership/stock positions in,
or options on the securities detailed in this report, and may buy, sell or offer to purchase or sell such securities from time to time.
Ubika and/or its affiliates and/or their respective officers, directors or employees may from time to time acquire, hold or sell securities and/or commodities and/
or commodity futures contracts in certain underlying companies mentioned in this site and which may also be clients of Ubika’s affiliates. In such instances, Ubika
and/or its affiliates and/or their respective officers, directors or employees will use all reasonable efforts to avoid engaging in activities that would lead to conflicts
of interest and Ubika and/or its affiliates will use all reasonable efforts to comply with conflicts of interest disclosures and regulations to minimize the conflict.
Specifically all companies mentioned or listed as “Analyst Covered Companies” at smallcappower.com and which are shown under the heading “Analyst Covered
Companies” on the page: http://www.smallcappower.com/companies have entered into a commercial relationship with Ubika Corporation or our affiliates for
capital market services and have paid fees and/or shares or stock options or warrants for being featured and mentioned in smallcappower.com. Hence these
“Analyst Covered Companies” at smallcappower.com are shown at the website as an advertisement only and any mention of these companies does not and will
not constitute an offer to buy or sell securities in the featured companies. Ubika Corporation, its affiliates or partners will seek to provide services to companies
mentioned in smallcappower.com website. Hence, all information available on smallcappower.com should be considered as commercial advertisement and not an
endorsement, offer or recommendation to buy or sell securities.
Ubika Corporation and its divisions Ubika Communication and Ubika Research (collectively, “Ubika”) are not registered with any financial or securities regulatory
authority in Ontario or Canada, and do not provide nor claims to provide investment advice or recommendations to any visitor of this site or readers of any content
on this site.
The information on this site is for informational purposes only. This site, including the data, information, research reports, press releases, findings, comments,
views and opinions of Ubika’s analysts, columnists, speakers or commentators, and other contents contained in it, is not intended to be: investment, tax, banking,
accounting, legal, financial or other professional or expert advice of Ubika or its affiliates, or a recommendation, solicitation or offer by Ubika or its affiliates to
buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other financial instruments, and such information should not be relied upon for such advice. Every user of this site is
advised to seek professional advice before acting or omitting to act on any information contained in the site.
Research reports and newsletters have been prepared without reference to any particular user’s investment requirements or financial situation. Where reference
is made to estimate of value or relative value of a specific company, there is no guarantee that these estimates are reliable or will materialize. Readers of these
reports and newsletters are advised to conduct their own due diligence before making any investment decisions. Ubika does not make independent investigation
or inquiry as to the accuracy and completeness of any information provided by the Analyst Covered companies. Although the content has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, this website could include technical or other inaccuracies or typographical errors and it is provided to you on an “as is” basis
without warranties or representations of any kind. Ubika and its affiliates make no representation and disclaim all express and implied warranties and conditions
of any kind, including without limitation, representations, warranties or conditions regarding accuracy, timeliness, completeness, non-infringement, satisfactory
quality, merchantability, merchantable quality or fitness for any particular purpose or those arising by law, statute, usage of trade, or course of dealing. Ubika and
its affiliates assume no responsibility to you or any third party for the consequences of any errors or omissions.
Information in this site is subject to change without notice. Ubika assumes no liability for any inaccurate, delayed or incomplete information, nor for any actions
taken in reliance thereon.
Ubika, its affiliates and their respective directors, officers, employees, or agents expressly disclaim any liability for losses or damages, whether direct, indirect,
special, or consequential, or other consequences, howsoever caused, arising out of any use or reproduction of this site or any decision made or action taken in
reliance upon the content of this site, whether authorized or not. By accessing this site, each user of this site releases Ubika, its affiliates and their respective
officers, directors, agents and employees from all claims and proceedings for such losses, damages or consequences.
Ubika and its affiliates do not endorse or recommend any securities issued by any companies identified on, or linked through, this site. Please seek professional
advice to evaluate specific securities or other content on this site. Links, if any, to third party sites are for informational purposes only and not for trading purposes.
Ubika and its affiliates have not prepared, reviewed or updated any content on third party sites and assume no responsibility for the information posted on them.
Ubika and/or its affiliates and/or their respective officers, directors or employees may from time to time acquire, hold or sell securities and/or commodities and/or
commodity futures contracts mentioned in this site.
This site may include forward-looking statements about objectives, strategies and expected financial results of companies featured in this site or where research
reports are available on companies displayed and/or featured on this site. Such forward-looking statements are inherently subject to uncertainties beyond
the control of such companies. The users of this site are cautioned that the company’s actual performance could differ materially from such forward-looking
statements.
World Wide Web sites accessed by hypertext links (“hyperlinks”) appearing in this site have been independently developed by parties other than Ubika and Ubika
has no control over information in any hyperlinked site. Ubika is providing hyperlinks to users of this site only as a convenience. Ubika makes no representation and
is not responsible for the quality, content or reliability of any information in any hyperlinked site. The inclusion of any hyperlink in this site should not be construed
as an endorsement by Ubika of the information in such hyperlinked site and does not imply that Ubika has investigated, verified or monitored the information in
any such hyperlinked site. Should you wish to inquire about creating a link from your World Wide Web site to this site, contact SCP marketing via e-mail at: info@
smallcappower.com. for written authorization.
See our full disclaimer here.
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